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Hy finding invariant embeddings of a partially ordered set X into the semigroups it is shown 
that the semigroup of order ideals of X. where the semigroup operation is set union, and the 
semigroup and semiring of order preserving maps from X into the positive cone D’ of a 
partially tirdered integral domain D. all characterize X to within poset isomorphism. The 
automorphism grouts of the e~migroup of or&r ideals is isomorphic to the automorphism group 
of X. The same t,olds for the xmtring of order preserving maps from X into the non-negative 
integers. and this semiring is the closed linear span of its idempotents. 
Introduction 
In [2] the author has shown that path connected partially ordered sets are 
characterized to within isomorphism and duality by the values of two metrics, 
distance and fence. 
L.M. Gluskin [S] has shown that the endomorphism semigroup B(X) of 
orderpreserving maps from a partially ordered set X to itself characterizes the 
poset X to within isomorphism ai 3 duality. If B(X) and B(X’) are isomorphic 
semigroups then X and X’ as pos :ts are isomorphic or dual or both. A central 
idea in Gluskins proof is that the members of X are algebraically spotted in B(X) 
as the constant maps; there is a bijective corre:;pondence between the constants of 
B and the members of X, so an isomorphism from B(X) to B(X’), since it will 
preserve the constant maps, will set up a bijection from X to X’ and it can be 
shown that this map and its inverse is either order preserving or order reversing. 
So X and X’ are isomorphic or dual. B.M. Schein [ 111, has extended Gluskin’s 
result to semilattices, distributive lattices, and 3ooiean algebras. An essential 
feature of Schein’s proofs is that every partially ordered set X can be mapped by 
a poset isomorphism to some inclusion ordered set of subsets of, say, X. This fact 
will also play an important part in the proofs given here, but in a sharpened form. 
Melvin Thornton [14] has shown that the order relation on a finite poset X can 
be recovered from the inclusion relation among certain ideals M, of the semiring 
C(X) of order preserving maps from X to the non-negative integers N in the 
sense that if C(X) and C(X’) are isomorphic semirings then the finite posets X 
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and X’ are isomorphic. A central idea in the proof is that the members of X can 
be algebraically spotted fint as non-zero semiring homomorphisms from C(X) 
into IV. For X of finite cardinality n, regard C(X) as a collection of n-tuples, 
C(X) 5 IV”, with multiphcation and addition performed coordinate-wise. A nice 
counting argument shows th;lt any semiring homomorphism p from C(X) to N 
must be a projection: p = px for some x E X; where for each f in C(X), 
Then the members of X are algebraically spotted in C(X) by associating x in X 
with the ideal M,, the kernel in C(X) of the projection px. This bijective 
correspondence yields M, C, MY if and only if y s x in X. 
In this paper it will be shown that several structures associated with a poset 
characterize the poset to ::dithin poset isomorphism, including an extension of 
Thornton’s result to arbitrary posets. Several of these structures have automorph- 
ism groups isomorphic to the automorphism group of X. A central idea in the 
characterization proofs is that of an inoariant embedding. For example. let I(X) be 
the semigroup of order ideals of X whose semigroup operation is set union, 
AB = A U B. The inclusion relation can be expressed in terms of the semigroup 
operation: A c B iff AB = B. The poset X can be mapped by a poset isomorphism 
(embedded) into I(X) in such a way that the image of X in Z(X) is exactly a set of 
semigroup invariants, members of I(X) characterized by properties preserved 
under semigroup isomorphisms. So (X, G) is embedded in (Z(X), .) by an invariant 
embedding. Consequently if I(X) and 1(X’) are isomorphic semigroups then X 
and X” are isomorphic posets. 
One characterization proof uses idempotents. The use of idempotents to 
recover partial orders is not new: the constant maps of B(X) are idempotents and 
Ri :hard Stanley !12] uses certain idempotents of the incidence algebra ([IO]) of a 
locally finite poset to recover the poset to within isomorphism from the incidence 
algebra. Incdcnce algebras are natural algebraic settings for the Mobius function 
([3, 10]) OF a locally finite poset. 
Notatior;. 1 .et I; ,YJ be the set of all order ideals of X. So A E I(X) means A s X 
anfl iF ‘; L . t aird a G !, then a E A Z(X) shall be regarded as a semigroup where 
AB == A U L For 7% X, the order ideal generated by T is 7& = (L( 1 u s t for some 
t E T). The order filter generated by T is T* = (u 1 t c u for some t E T). For 
convenience [x1=(x}, and (x) =[x]\{x}. The principczl order ideals are those of 
the torm ix]. In a semigroup M an element f is k-reducible if f = gh implies g = f 
or 11 = f- In I(X) then, an order ideal A is irreducible if it cannot be written as the 
union of two order ideals each of which is a proper subset of A. In a poset, y 
C’OL‘WS x means .Y < y and x < t s y implies f = y. 4 poset is directed if any two of 
its members have a common upper bound. U(X) is the complete distributive 
lattice of order ideals of X whose lattice operations are set union and intersection. 
ict CD, II’) bc any partially ordered integral domain whose positive cone is 
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D’ = (d 10~ d}. Examples are the integers, rationals or reals ivith the usual 
orderings. The reason for choosing partially ordered integral domains D is that D 
has precisely two idempotents: 0 and 1; since n2 = d implies d = 0 or 1. It is 
required that 1 E D’. From now on it is assumed that D’ is any such positive 
cone. 
M(X) = M(X, D*) is the semigroup of order preserving maps trom X into the 
multiplicative subsemigroup D’ of D. For f, g 4-r M nd x in X, (f@(x) = f(x)g(x). 
If (D, D’) is a lattice ordered integral domain then LM(X) is the lattice ordered 
semigroup for M(X) where (f A g)(x) = f(x)/\ g(x), (f vg)(x) = f(x)v g(x). it is 
easy to show that f A g and f v g are order preserving and that h(f A g) = (hf) A (hg) 
and h(f v g) = (Itf)v( hg). L(X) is the lattice of order preserving maps from X to 
D’; its simply LM(X) without the multiplication. 
C(X) is the semiring of order preserving maps from X to D’ with addition 
defined as (f + g)(x) -= f(x)+ g(x). If D is lattice ordered, K(X) is the lattice 
ordered semiring of order preserving maps from X to D’. 
A property P which a semigroup element may have is called a semigroup 
ir2uariant if P is preserved by all semigroup isomorphisms. A subsemigroup J of a 
semigroup Al is a setnigroup ideal if MJc J and JM E J. It is a principal 
semigroup idea! if J = M” for some f in M. 
Cltaracterira tions 
A poset X can be embedded in its set of order ideals, ordered by inclusion, by 
the map xc*[x]. The poset is thus isomorphic with its set of principal order ideals. 
It does not follow immediately that the semigroup I(X) characterizes X to within 
isomorphism since it is not apparent that an isomorphism between I(X) and 1(X’) 
induces an isomorphism between X and X’. However, the map x-[x] is an 
invariant embedding and this is shown by proving that the princiFs1 order ideals 
of I(X) are semigroup invariants. It then follows that I(X) characterizes X to 
within poset isomorphism. 
Lemnra 1. An JTrder ideal A of l(X) is irreducible if and only if A = [a] or A is a 
directed set wit12 no nzaximal members. 
Proof. Suppose A is irreducible. If A has a maximal member a then B = A \{a} 
is an order ideal and A = B U [a]; hence A = [a] by irreducibility. If A has 110 
maximal member either A is empty, and hence a directed set with no maxrmal 
members, or A has at lease two members. Let s, t E A and let B = ({s}* f3 A), and 
C = (A \ B)*. Then s# C and A = B U C so A = 13 by irreducibility. So r E B and 
for some 11 E (s}* Tr A, t s u. Thus If is an upper bound for t and s and A is a 
directed set. 
Conversely, suppose [a] = B U C for order ideals B, C, and let u E B. Ths R 
[a]~ B and B = [u] showing that [a] is irreducible. Suppose A is directed and has 
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no maximal members. If A is empty A is irreducible, so suppose A = B U C, 
AfC’and UEA\C. Then WEB and for each c&‘there is some ueA with 
a, c s LI. Since a # C and as C is an order ideal it follows that [I$ C. So u E B and 
as B is an order ideal c E B. ‘Thus Cc B and A = B showing that A is irreducible. 
Lemma 2. If B is mz irreducible order ideal which covers an order ideal A, then for 
some 6 in X, B = [b] and A = (6). 
Proof. Let T= B \ A. Then B = A U T* and as A # B and as B is irreducible, 
T,=B. Let kT, so AcAU[5]cB and as B covers A, B=AU[b]=‘&. In 
particular A c_ 7’*. IfrETandb<tthenT, = A U [b] c A U [t] c T,, a contradic- 
tion. If t and 6 are incomparable then Yf* = A U [b] c A U [b]U [t]~ T,, a con- 
tradiction. So b is the maximum member of T, T* = [b]= B and as 6 was an 
a: bitrary member of T, T= {b) and A = (6). 
Lemma 3. An order ideal B is a principal order ideal if and only if 13 is an 
irreducible order ideal which covers an order ideal. Principal order ideals are 
senzigroup invariants of I(X). 
Proof. If B = [b], then B is irreducible by Lemma 1, and B covers (b). Lemma 2 
gives the converse result. 
To show that principal order ideals are preserved under semigroup isomorph- 
isms it is enough to note that irreducibility is a semigroup invariant and that the 
covering relation can be expressed in terms of the semigroup operation as 
A G B itf AB = B. 
Theorem 1. The semigroup I(X) characterizes X to within poset isomorphism. 
Proof. If Ir( ;\) and 1(X’) are isomorphic, Lemma 3 shows that the semigroup 
Gmorphi:.m sets up an isomorphism between the principal order ideals ordered 
by inclusiz So Y and X’ are isomorphic. 
Theory LIa T?le lattice Ll(X) characterizes the poset X to within poset 
isonzorphi5rr~. 
Theorem 3. The semigroup M(X, I)‘) characterize,a X to within poset iaomorphism. 
Proof. It is enough to find an invariant embedding of X into M. Consider the 
map Vf: i(X) -+ M, where for A c I(X) and XE /X, 
‘P(A)(x) = 
0 if x E A 
1 otherwise. 
Let x s JJ in X’. If y E A, then q(A)(x) = 0 = !@A)( y). If y$ A then *(A)(x) s 1 = 
‘P(A)0 I. This shows that F(A) is order preserving. It is easy to show that 
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) = P(AB) and V is a homomorphism; clearly Vf is 1 to 1. f is an 
t of M if and only if f(x)'= f(x) for each x in X; and f(x) = 0 or 1 as D 
domain. Each such idempotent is order preserving so it follows that 
the idempotents of M are precisely the V(A) for a in I(X). The Edempotents of 
form a subsemigroup of M which is isomorphic to I(X). The maps lP([x]> are 
the irreducible idempotents of M which cover an idempotent in the inclusion 
relation induced on the idempotents: *(A) c W(B) if and only if !P(A)V(B) = 
WB). 
Consequently the map x+~‘([x]) is an invariant embedding of X into M. 
A proof of Theorem 3 can also be given by showing directly that an isomorph- 
ism 8 : M(X) ---* M(X’) induces an isomorphism 4 : I(X) + 2(X’) as follows. For 
each f in M(X) let Z(f) = (x E X 1 f(x) = 0). Since f is order preserving Z(f) is an 
order ideal. Z is a homomorphism as Z(fg) = Z(f)Z(g) and Z is onto I(x) as 
Z(‘P(A))= A. 
M(X) 8 M(X’) 
1 z I Z 
I(X) 6 ’ 1(X’) 
Define 4 by &Z(f) = Z(@f). Both 8 and Z are onto so C#I is onto 1(X’) l 4 is a 
homomorphism as 
NZ(f)Z(g)) = NZ(fg)) = ZWfg)) 
3 Z((ef)(eg)) = Z(ef)Z(eg) = +(Z(f))+(Z(g)). 
The next lemma shows that <b is 1 to 1 and well defined on 1(,X). 
Lemma 4. For an isomorphism 8 : M(X) 3 M( X’) and f, g ii2 M(X), Z(f) = Z(g) if 
artd only if z(ef) = z(eg). 
Proof. Let h be an idempotent of A (X) and suppose f e Mh ; then Z(h) c Z(f). 
Conversely if Z( 11) c Z(f). then f(x) # 0 implies h(x) = 1 as h assumes only the 
values 0 and 1, so f = fh and f E Mh. Assuming Z(f) = Z(g). for each idempotent 
II of M, h divides f iff Z(h) C_ Z(f) iff Z(h) c Z(g) iff h divi 
Secondly, suppose, for each idempotent h of M, h divides f iff h divides g. Let 
h be the idempotent *(Z(f)). Then f = fh so f e MI and g E Mh. But Z(f) = 
Z(~)E Z(g). Similarly Z(g)c Z(f) so Z(g)= Z(h). 
The relation Z(f) = Z(g) is equivalent to the relation, for each idempotent I-,, I? 
divides g iff II divides f. Any isomorphism preserves idempotents and the division 
relation so Z(f) = Z(g) if and only If Z(0f) = Z( 8g). 
Theorem 4. The semiring C(X) characterizes the poser X to witFin poset 
isomorphism. 
Proof. The multiplicative subsemigroup M(X) does this. 
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Theorem 5. Tlte lattice ordered scrnirivlg K(X) characterizes X to within poset 
isomorphisnz, when D is lattice ordered. 
Theorem 3 fails if the partial order on X is relaxed to permit the order to be 
reflexive and transitive but not necessarily antisymmetric. 
Example 1. Let X = {a, 6) with u 6 6 G a and X’= {c) with c SC. Let 2’ be the 
non-negative integers. Then M(X’) is isomorphic to Z+, as is M(X), but X and X’ 
are not isomorphic. 
Autornorphisms 
A(X) denotes the automorphism group of the poset X and A(I(X)) the 
automorphism group of I(X). 
Theorem 6. A(l(X)) is isomorphic to A(X). 
Proof. A map- : A(I(X))+ A(X) Is defined by the equation 
a (l-xl) = [G WI, 
where: (x E A( I(X)). The principal order ideals are semigroup invariants of f(X) so 
the map- at least ensures that Cr maps X to X and is a function. Since ar acts 
hijectively on the principal order ideals, 6 is a bijectio.2 on X. The map 6 is order 
preserving as [x][y] = [y] iff x < y. It is easy to see that ~~ = cup so (6) ’ = ? and 
(5) ’ is also order preservmg, thus showing that ti is in A(X). 
Each automorphism 7r of X acts as an automorphism of I(X) by iiA = 
{~(a) 1 II E A! TO the homomorphism-is onto A(X) as %= W. 
It rema ns to show that-is I to I. Suppose & is the identity on X. For any 
xder ideal A arxl x m X, [x]A = A iff x E A. Thus XE A iff [x]A = A iff 
/Y[x](YR = -A 7 [x]aA = cxA iff x E cuA. So CA = A and ar is the identity on 
1(X). sh(l* ale that-is I to I. 
heornm 7. ff D is the ring of integers, therl A( C(X)) is isomorphic to A(X). 
is sufficient to show that A( C’(X)) is isomorphic to A( I(X)). Define a 
(C(X)) ---, A(f(X)) by the following equation* for (x in A(C(X)) and A 
in f(X), 
+A) = Z(af) 
where f is any map in C(X) with Z(f) = A. Lemma 4 shows that & is well defined 
and 1 w I on I(X). For A in I(X), 
A = 23 V’t A)) = Z(acu ’ 'P(A)) = &(Z(cw ’ V’(A))) 
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so & is onto I(X). 5 is a homomorphism as 
tWW = G(Zd)Z(g)) = Z(fg) = ti(A)cw(Z3), 
so 6 is in A(I(X)). 
The map-is a homomorphism since, 
aS(J=xf)) = (arpf) = fiZ(pf) = +GZ( f)). 
To show that-is onto A(I(X)), let w be any automorphism of Z(X). In view of 
Theorem 6, w may be regarded 
follows 
as an automorphism of X. Let + act on C(X) as 
(iif) = f(‘ZtX). 
hen + is an automorphism of C(X) and g= n; so-is onto A(I(X)). 
It remains to show that-is 1 to 1. Suppose 6 is the identity on I(X); it must be 
shown that cy is the identity on C(X). Assuming that for each .f in C(X), 
Z(cuf) = Z(f) it must be shown that for each f in C(X), arf= f. 
Let f(X)=(a,,,a ,,... } with Q~,cQ~<*-, and it is possible that p(X) is finite. 
Let A,,, for II 3 0, be the order ideal A,, = (x 1 f(x) s a,,}. Let R,, be the map 
R,,(r) = I 0 if EA., f(t) - 4, otherwise l
For xsy and YEA,,, R,,(x)=R,,(y)=O. For xsy and y$A,,, OsR,,(x)s 
f(x)-a, qyku,, = R,,(y). So R,, is order preserving and in C(X). 
For each 113 0 
(*) J = a,, -,_ ba, - u,,) WA,,) 
. +(uz- a,)WA,i+*. ~+a,, -u,,_J!P(A,,_,)+R, 
where a,,, (a,, - a ,), . . . are treated as constant maps of C(X). Consequently, 
af= (Y(u,,)+cY(u,,-u,)a’~(A,,)+o l ‘+a(~,, -u,,_,)cu~(A,,_,)+a(R,,). 
Sirce D is the ring of integers, ar( 1) = 1 and &I) = n for each constant map n 
of C(X). All idempotents of C(X) are of the form 9(A), a preserves idempa- 
tents, and by assumption about cy, 2(&P(A)) = Z(W(A)) = A. It follows that 
d’(A) = F(A) for exh order ideal A. Thus 
(**) af=a,,+(a, - a,,W;A,,) + l 9 l + (a,, -a,,-,)~(A,,-,)+ly(R,,). 
(x If(x)= a,,}= &\A,,-, = zW,,WW,,- 1). 
By hypothesis on hy, 
Z(R,,j\Tk, ,I= ZCaR,,)\ZWL,I. 
From (**), 
So (q)(x) = f(x) for each x in X and cuf =f. 
This shows that-is 1 to I and is therefore an isomorphism between AK’(X)) 
and A(l(X]). Consequently A(X) is isomorphic to A((X)) if the value cone is the 
cone of non-negative integers. 
kn the general case, when D is any partially ordered integral domain it is clear 
that A(X) acts as a group of automorphisms of C(X, D’). It is unknown whether 
or not A(X) is normal in A(C(X)) and if so what the quotient group AK’(X)) 
mod A(X) is or what constructicxn the extension is. The construction for 
A(M(X, D ‘)) is also unknown. 
Example 2. For X = {x}, A(X) is the trivial group but A( M(X, Z + 1) is isomorphic 
to the group of permutations of the primes in Z”. 
7’upology nnd Constructiort of C( X, D” ) 
For a sequence {f,,} in C(X), lim,,,, f,, = f means 
and say that the sequence (fi,} converges to f. It is easy to sho.d that if Jim f,, = f 
then f is also order preserving and hence in C(X). It is apparent that {f,,) 
converges if and only if, for each x in X the sequence (fi,(x)) is eventually 
constant, For a subset C/ of C let k(U) he tho set of limits of sequences of U. By 
stamhrd arguments it can be shown that k(3 = $4 Ck W, k( UU VI = WLJ kV 
and Il E V +q-Aics kb’ r k V. For the cfos~r~~ SIWCQ (C(X), k), see ccch [J], the 
(41~~1 scta arc those U for which k U = U :~nrl the open sets 8rc those V for which 
UX) \ V i!- c’losb’4 i, It is not clear whether or not k hns the property kkU = U, 
\vhich wcw ki tb,zn mke 1; 8 tol~ologicrrl closure opcrutor on (I’(X), To ovcrcmw 
this prrW., I ddiic 
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The construction of the setniring C(X, D’) can be described as a subset of 
P= n&o* f(X), which is a semiring under set-intersection and set union. For 
each f in 6 define F = (F,), I D +, in P as follows: 
Then 4 s r’ in D’ implies F, G F,,’ in I(X). For each x in X, f(x) = inf (r 1 x E F,}. 
Also, since the domain of f is X, UC F, = X. It is easy to see that thess three 
implicit requirements are necessary and sufficient to describe a map f in terms of a 
member of P. The multiplication and addition of the members of P which 
correspond to mtrps in C are: let (G,) be associated with g, ((FG),) with fg and 
((F+ G),) with f+ g. 
VW, = U W, n G,), (F+ G), = U UWG,). 
rt = r i+t=r 
SOS topologies 
Topological spaces in which arbitrary intersections of open sets are open are 
precisely those spaces in which each point x has a smallest open set t(x) about it 
(see [ I. 7.9, 13)). For examole each finite topological space is an SOS space. 
There is a covariant functoriil isomorphism from the category ot q,-SOS spaces 
and continuous maps to the category of posets and order preserving maps [7]. 
This isomorphism arises from the open set-order associat;on t(x) c t(y) iff y c x6 
The smallest open set containing x, t(x), is the principal order filter generated by 
.Y, (.u)*. Consequently the previous characterization theorclms yield charactcriza- 
tion theorems for r,,-SOS spaces, For example: 
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